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BACKGROUND

In Spring 2014 TfGM and Manchester City Council announced a £6.7m project o� Poundswick 

Lane and next to Wythenshawe Forum which was to include a new bus station alongside the 

Wythenshawe town centre Metrolink stop - so passengers could easily change from bus to 

Metro, or Metro to bus.

The aim of the new interchange was to provide fully-covered waiting areas and improved 

information and ticketing facilities.  In addition, the project would also provide a TfGM Travelshop

and bus supervisor’s o�ce alongside bike parking.

Announcing the project, Andrew Fender, TfGM Committee chairman, said: “It’s going to provide 

a modern, high quality gateway to the town centre for both bus and Metrolink passengers, 

improving public transport links to jobs, education and leisure with over 52,000 people working 

in Wythenshawe across a variety of large employers.”
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THE SOLUTION

Curtis Moore was delighted to be involved with such a high 

profile and prestigious project which is a major part of the 

overall plan to regenerate this area of Greater Manchester.

We began work on site on 16th September 2014, tasked with 

roofing and cladding the curvaceous structure which is 

extremely impressive and certainly eye-catching.

This was the first Kalzip project we were awarded following 

us becoming a teamKal contractor in March 2014. The roof 

is incredibly complex from a design & installation perspective 

due to the unusual shape in plan and the fact it curved in 2 

planes in section. Whilst the roofing element is a main part 

of the project for us, the most challenging task on site was 

the complex secret fix eaves, facia & so�t system which 

curves in two dimensions and is fixed to complex bracketry 

and framing.
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We completed the roofing build up and top sheet 

installation before Christmas 2014 and then began

the installation of the Bailey’s eaves system at the 

beginning of the 2015.  Finally, we completed the 

expensive facia and very high quality So�t System.

AWARD WINNING PROJECT

We were delighted with the outcome and as were 

the clients, however it was especially rewarding to 

win an award for our part in the project. 

We were delighted to lift the annual award for 

‘Best Kalzip Project (under 1500 sq.m) 2015, a 

category in which we were up against some tough 

competition from some of the best contractors in 

the UK.

The TeamKal Awards aim to reward those projects 

and companies that the judges believe have excelled 

in their field. The unique partnership that exists 

between Kalzip and TeamKal places contractors at 

the forefront of the industry and recognises each 

for technical excellence, quality products, installation 

and best practice.
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CONTRACT DETAILS

Client:   TfGM & Manchester City Council

Architect:  Aedas Architects

Main Contractor:  Kier Construction

Location:   Wythenshawe, 
   Greater Manchester
Products:   Kalzip Roofing System
   Bailey's Eaves System

Value:   £525,000

Completed:   July 2015
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